-- MARK THIS PERSON FOR INTERNMENT DUE TO TREASONABLE BREACHES MADE AGAINST THE LETTERS PATENT TO THE FEDERATION OF THE COMMONWEALTH 1901 AND INTENTION OF DEPORTATION AS UNDESIRABLE VERMIN WHICH IS DELETERIOUS TO THE INDIGENOUS FAUNA AND FLORA

(c) 2017 Dolf Leendert Boek, Revision: 15 September, 2017

### Male Idea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idea</th>
<th>#311</th>
<th>Telos</th>
<th>#391</th>
<th>Female Idea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playing with Reversal, Sameness in Difference</td>
<td>#41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Guide with Names, Reason's Realization</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating Things, Reason's Modifications</td>
<td>#42</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast of Terms, Self-Culture</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Negation, It's Universal Application</td>
<td>#43</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Prescriptions, Quietude</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Values, Setting Up Precepts</td>
<td>#44</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coinciding with Nature, Complying With Heaven</td>
<td>#59</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>#41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Treasures</td>
<td>#57</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>#80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


SEE ALSO: "FRANCE TO HOST TIDDLY {slightly drunk: as a noun denoting an alcoholic drink, particularly of spirits} WINKS {French: jeu de puces ('flea game'), a catapult version of tiddlywinks} IN 2024"


NINE DIGITAL @ 0948 HOURS ON 14 SEPTEMBER 2017: "JOHN HOWARD SLAMS TURNBULL GOVERNMENT'S HANDLING OF SAME-SEX MARRIAGE POSTAL VOTE:

Former Prime Minister John Howard has slammed the Turnbull government's handling of the same-sex marriage postal vote.

Mr Howard has demanded the government release its planned legislation before the vote ends to show how it plans to handle 'parental rights', 'freedom of speech' and show how 'religious freedoms will be protected'.

'The government’s response has been to wash its hands of any responsibility,' Mr Howard said.

Malcolm Turnbull's predecessor Tony Abbott agreed with Mr Howard.

'People don't know exactly what is going to come in the wake of this change,' Mr Abbott said today.

It comes as Mr Turnbull celebrated his second anniversary in the prime ministership."


SIMONE FOX KOOB (THE AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER) @ 1714 HOURS ON 14 SEPTEMBER 2017: "JEWS LEADERS CONDEMN 'INSULTING' AUSTRALIA DAY HOLOCAUST ANALOGY:

A Melbourne councillor’s comparison of Australia Day with a celebration of the Nazi holocaust has drawn ire from Jewish groups and the government, who have labelled the comments "thoughtless and insulting".

Socialist Alliance councillor Sue Bolton, part of the Moreland Council in Melbourne’s inner-north, made the comments after the council voted to remove all Australia Day celebrations from January 26.

The council will keep citizenship ceremonies on January 26, though the federal government is currently reviewing whether it will allow councillors
to retain the right to administer them.

Earlier today, Ms Bolton said she was proud the council had taken a "big step forward" by recognising January 26 as the start of the invasion and genocide of indigenous people by the British.

"What happened to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people from that date was a holocaust. Celebrating that date would be like celebrating the Nazi holocaust as Germany Day. It is absolutely reprehensible," she said.

Dr Dvir Abramovich, the chairman of Jewish community group the Anti-Defamation Commission, said Ms Bolton’s contribution was tainting the debate and called on her to apologise for the analogy.

"(She has) crossed so many red lines I stopped counting. When will elected officials like Ms Bolton understand that is never acceptable to abuse and manipulate the Holocaust in an effort to beat down and demonise her opponents, score cheap political points and publicise her cause."

"There is no comparison between Australia Day and the systemised, industrialised annihilation of millions of innocents by Hitler’s infrastructure of death ... this inappropriate analogy not only does a disservice to the historical record, but is also is an insult to the victims, the survivors, and to those diggers who sacrificed their lives in the battle to defeat the Third Reich."

However, Ms Bolton stood by her comments this afternoon, telling The Australian: "The Holocaust is a very hurtful thing to the Jewish community ... But there are other similar experiences in other continents which may not have involved gas ovens but were attempts to commit genocide."

"The reason I’m drawing the comparison is to dramatise what happened to Aboriginal people. Many Australians are in denial about our history," she said. "I don’t shrink from using that comparison and I think we do have to recognise the atrocities committed in the past."

Assistant Minister for Border Protection Alex Hawke said the comments were "extreme and divisive", and the comparison "deeply offensive to all Australians."

He said the government is currently considering whether to strip the council of its authority to administer citizenship ceremonies, as it did with Yarra and Darebin Councils last month.
Moreland Mayor Helen Davidson said she hoped the federal government would allow them to continue holding citizenship ceremonies, as they played a central role in the diverse community.

The council voted to retain the January 26 citizenship ceremonies, which puts it at odds with Yarra and Darebin councils who scrapped all events on that date.

"It’s extremely important to those newly arrived citizens who come to Moreland and it’s probably one of the most beautiful days as Mayor you get to experience," said Ms Davidson. "I hope that the Minister can see the different approach taken by Moreland council."

Ms Davidson also distanced herself from the comments made by Ms Bolton.

"That’s not the point of view I share at all. There is some passionate debate that occur in the council chamber but I don’t want to offend or alienate anybody and we have to keep this discussion in the reasonable boundary of what we are actually talking about."

-DOLF @ 0425 HOURS ON 14 AUGUST 2017: "FASCIST TROLL ALERT HAVING ROMAN CATHOLIC AND WHITE BROTHERHOOD EMPATHIES FOR THE PONTIFF'S BUTT:

**YOUTUBE:** "Monty Python: What have the Romans ever done for us?"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7tvauOJMHo>

"And when they were come, they say unto him, Master, we know that thou art true, and carest for no man: for thou regardest not the person of men, but teachest the way of God in truth: Is it lawful to give tribute to Caesar, or not?" [Mark 12:14 (KJV)]

— **ODE* *TO* *TRUMP'S* *FANNY* —

"WHAT A *COZE*
IS THIS BIZ;
YANK MY HOSE;
FOR SOME JIZ;

I'M A GRUNT
SHE A TOAD."
DRY OLD C@NT TILL I LOAD.

SHE'S A NUN WHAT A PUMPKIN SO MUCH FUN AT THE BL@MPKIN

HITS THE SPOT JUST TO DUMP AWFULLY HAWT T'IS MY FRUMP."

*COZE*
- a friendly talk, a chat;
- to converse in a friendly way;
- [French origin of 1820-30]: derived from causer to chat, Old French: to reason, expound; from Latin: causārī to plead a cause, plead as an excuse, derivative of causa cause;
- Word of the Day for 28 March, 2017; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

"How that he was caught up into paradise, and heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter." [2 Corinthians 12:4 (KJV)]

— HOMO ERECTUS —

"SUCH LOAD OF WADDLE.
THE TRUTH JUST BEGS,
OVER DUCKING TWADDLE.
VENOM POSTURING DREGS.
WHAT CAN YOU SADDLE?
WITH ONLY FROGS 🐸 LEGS."

- <https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7indeDRwcmcyRzF2cms>

**DOLF:** "Upon the day I arrived within this area I purchased an esoteric
curio of Indian art which was a Banyan Tree (ie. symbol of Immortality / Eternity) and THREE NO-EVIL FROGS:

🐸 - SPEAK NO EVIL;
🐸 - SEE NO EVIL
🐸 - HEAR NO EVIL

Just how much can a duck take?"

YOUTUBE: "The 1986'd - Me 2 Me - (Evil Kermit Meme Rap) (Official Video)"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPcxQNZApIk>

"And when they found them not, they drew Jason {he that cures} and certain brethren unto the rulers of the city, crying, These that have turned the world upside down are come hither also;

Whom Jason hath received: and these all do contrary to the decrees of Caesar, saying that there is another king, [one] Jesus {He is saved/A saviour; a deliverer} of Nazareth {Sovereign; one chosen or set apart; separated; crowned; sanctified}.

And they troubled the people and the rulers of the city, when they heard these things." [Acts 17:6-8 (KJV)]

YOUTUBE: "The Road to Wellville - your stool sir, is pathetic"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMKuaxBr4LQ>

— MR. RAYMOND'S BISCUIT —

"OH YES DETAILS.
AND EVERMORE IN.
SO MANY IT FAILS.
'T WAS SUCH A SIN.
CREME OF THE DO 🍫.
WAS EVER SO FINE.
WHIPPED AVOCADO 🥑.
JUST SUBLIME."

YOUTUBE: "Anthony Hopkins as Harvey Kellogg in Road to Wellville - Hot Biscuit!"
*BULLSH@T* {ie. wagyu wagyu} *ARTISTS* *ARE* *USING* *A* *GERMAN* *ANONYMOUS* *REMAILER* *FOR* *NAZI* *HATE* *SPEECH*.

And in that regard you have been found to be a liar and according to a 'thus sayeth the LORD …' have "blasphemed against the Holy Ghost [for which such] hath never forgiveness, but is in danger of eternal damnation." [Mark 3:29 (KJV), Luke 12:10, Matthew 12:31-32]

— OO ROO TO OOHRAH —

"I AM THE APPLE 🍎 OF HIS EYE 👁."

THINKING TO DO ME OVER🍎?

YOU OUGHT NOT EVEN TRY.

SEMANTIC FIELDS IN CLOVER🍀.

MOUTH WORDS LIKE PUSKIN.

DING-DONG, POOH-POOH,

BOW-WOW OR TA-TA PUTIN.

KOO WEE NOR TO TRY WOO.

ROSETTA STONE SO WRIT.

AS PLAIN FOR ALL TO SEE.

SAY OTHERWISE SUCH TWIT.

THAT GOD LOVES EVEN ME."

YOUTUBE: "Madonna - The Power Of Good-Bye"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHydngA5C4E>

Christopher Cowan is now deceased, however if I were to correspond with him [which I did @ 1230 hours on 27 August, 2016 in memory of him and his accomplishments], I would then convey the following: "I've done some considerable informal research in advancing the 4-Quadrant, 8-Tier paradigm proposed by yourself and Don Beck within their 1996 book titled, "Spiral Dynamics: Mastering Values, Leadership, and Change".

I was once asked by yourself, what I considered of Pythagoras's use of #36 and it has taken me many years of careful consideration and I feel that I have now got an acceptable explanation: "In the process of invalidating the original Letters Patent to the Australian Constitution of 1901 and conveying it's dependency (ie. arch kai telos oida \{1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10\}) upon the Pythagorean Tetract/Decad/Tetractys as the fount of SOULS which is purveyed by the binary HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER,
which I have shown it to be a CANON OF TRANSPOSITION that is intellectually dependent upon a superior conception of a ternary HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER."

In my view, it is concerned with the essential encapsulating knowledge as the driver conveyed within the Pythagorean marriage (ie. being expressed as the Harmony because it hath the power to in-generate a vital habit as hymenealism) metathesis which has bought about it's deployment as TETRAD OF MAGIC SQUARES {#15 ... #34 ... #65 ... #111} and that which formed the foundational basis of Roman Imperial Governance made in association with the adoption of the Julian Calendar and which was made against the individual Human Characteristic of an Autonomy of Will (eg: the 'forma corporis' as the issue conveyed by the embodiment, judicial trial and crucifixion of the historical person of Jesus {He is saved/ A savior; a deliverer} of Nazareth {Sovereign; one chosen or set apart; separated; crowned; sanctified}).

As that which is the common element of particularly Roman Catholic City/State aspirations for global governance re-established in 11 February 1929, when the Lateran Treaty between the Holy See and the Kingdom of Italy was signed by Prime Minister and Head of Government Benito Mussolini on behalf of King Victor Emmanuel III and by Cardinal Secretary of State Pietro Gasparri for Pope Pius XI, within other Christian denominations, Jewish, Masonic and Islamic extremism, as the cause of a refugee influx and globalist ambitions as a equivalent reliance upon the religious belief as sacred union of Heaven/Earth as marriage dogma and no doubt the basis for a regime of Governance throughout Europe and other parts of the world.

— DON'S DIDdle —

"I DON'T EVEN TWEAK. WHILE I TWITTER. NEITHER PLAY POSSUM. NOR CAM MY BEAK. DON'T BE SO BITTER. FOUL & GRUESOME. YOUR SUCH A FREAK."

— WORDS WITH FRIENDS —

"THAT MAY BE YOURS, AS JIZ BIZ MADAM. WHY SPY SUCH GAME? I'M NOT INTO COUGARS. LET'S KEEP IT MA'AM. SO THERE'S NO BLAME."
I CALL IT THE THEORY OF 'THE UNIVERSE AS GOD IN WHICH I EXIST AS CO-JOINED AND REGARD AS DIVINE': "Then came Jesus forth, wearing the crown of thorns, and the purple robe {ie. an element characteristic of the Bacchus/Dionysian Mysteries as Roman State Religion}. And Pilate saith unto them, Behold the man!

When the chief priests therefore and officers saw him, they cried out, saying, 'Crucify him, crucify him.'

To best describe this social characteristic of an unbridled, unrestrained and seemingly unreasonable social enthusiasm for a deterministic course of action--as the manipulating of human consciousness and what some today call 'life force', one has recourse to the Greek neologism entheogen which is a term derived from two words of ancient Greek, ἔνθεος (enteos) and γενέσθαι (genesthai). The adjective entheos translates to English as 'full of the god, inspired, possessed' and is the root of the English word 'enthusiasm.'

YOUTUBE: "Kangaroo Jack: G'Day U S A - Jackie Legs and The Animals Talks"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKpmk4m6IIM>

The Greeks used it as a term of praise for poets and other artists. Genesthai means 'to come into being.' Thus, an entheogen is considered a drug that causes one to become inspired or to experience feelings of inspiration, often in a religious or 'spiritual' manner: "[Subject to] intoxication, physical or spiritual, the initiate recovers an intensity of feeling which prudence had destroyed; he finds the world full of delight and beauty, and his imagination is suddenly liberated from the prison of everyday preoccupations: 'Subjectively the desired experience at the end of this process is suggested to be a consciousness of a 'Dionysian reality' both within and without. A feeling of oneness with nature, experiencing it fully in all its intensity, both light and dark, along with a total egoless union with the other initiates present, all within a collective entity identified as Dionysos, along with a parallel feeling of total liberation, the removal of all 'masks', and the realisation of one's own inner divinity, also identified as Dionysos.

The Bacchic ritual produced what was called 'enthusiasm', which means etymologically having the god enter the worshipper, who believed that he became one with the god."

"Pilate saith unto them, 'Take ye him, and crucify him: for I find no fault in him.'
The Jews answered him, 'We have a law, and by our law he ought to die, because he made himself the Son of God.'

When Pilate therefore heard that saying, he was the more afraid; And went again into the judgment hall, and saith unto Jesus, 'Whence art thou?'

But Jesus gave him no answer.

Then saith Pilate unto him, 'Speakest thou not unto me? Knowest thou not that I have power to crucify thee, and have power to release thee?'

Jesus answered, 'Thou couldest have no power at all against me, *except* it were *given* *thee* *from* *above*: *therefore* *he* *that* *delivered* *me* *unto* *thee* *hath* *the* *greater* *sin*.*

And from thenceforth Pilate sought to release him: but the Jews cried out, saying, If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's friend: whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar." [John 19:5-12 (KJV)]

AND HENCE THIS SOVEREIGNTY/MARRIAGE DYNAMIC EXPRESSED AS A LOGICAL SYLLOGISM BY THE PYTHAGOREAN [BABYLONIAN] BINOMIAL HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER WHICH HAS AN INTELLECTUAL DEPENDANCY FOR ITS CANON OF TRANSPOSITION WHICH IS MADE AGAINST THE CHINESE DAOIST TERNARY THEORY OF NUMBER:

#1 - THE MAJOR PREMISE {YANG/FATHER/HEAVEN/MALE/FORM - Formula of Universal Law}, which contains the law of that will:

+ 0, 27, 54 {ie. REALM OF ITS NATURE AS HEAVEN - FORMULA OF UNIVERSAL LAW}

#111 (36) - RUNNER OF THE SUN (HELIODROMUS): SOL INVICTUS

#2 - THE MINOR PREMISE {YIN/MOTHER/EARTH/FEMALE/MATTER - Formula of Humanity}, which contains the command to behave in accordance with the law, that is, the principle of subsumption under the law:

+ 0, 9, 18 {ie. SYSTEM'S COSMOLOGY AS EARTH - FORMULA OF HUMANITY}

#65 (25) - SOLDIER (MILES): *MARS*

#3 - THE CONCLUSION {ZHUN/SON/SEA/ENUMERATE/OFFSPRING/POTENCY - Formula of Autonomy}, which contains the verdict (sentence),
what is laid down as right in the case at hand:

+ 0, 3, 6 {ie. SELF IDENTITY - FORMULA OF AUTONOMY}

#34 (16) - LION (LEO): JUPITER [ie. the intervention by Jesus of Nazareth as the *UNBEGOTTEN* forma corporis and not in servitude as a slave to the demiurge as *MADE* by the *EUCHARISt*]

SEE ALSO: "This ancient Babylonian map of Jupiter just changed history as we know it--You're looking at the foundations of modern calculus." of 29 January 2016


#4 - THE TETRAD BEING THE NATURE OF THE SOUL WITHIN THE WORLD AS RE-EXPRESSION OF THE INITIAL LOGICAL SYLLOGISM (HEAVEN/ EARTH/SEA - FATHER/MOTHER/SON) AS A FORMULA OF PROGRESSION OF INDIVIDUAL PHENOMENA:

+ *1* - *MONAD*, *2* - *DUAD*, *3* - *TRIAD* {ie. FORMULA OF PROGRESSION OF INDIVIDUAL PHENOMENA (WAN WU)}

#15 (9) - FATHER (PATER): SATURN

*HASN'T* *ALMIGHTY* *GOD* *SPOKEN* *AND* *THEREFORE* *A* *CLEAR* *AND* *IMMUTABLE* *BLAME* *IS* *UPON* *YOU* *AND* *YOUR* *PAPA* *AWAITS* *FOR* *YOU* *IN* *HELL*.

YOUTUBE: "The X-Files Theme Song (With Lyrics!) - Loot Crate January 2016 Theme Video"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V21RVjE3qnY>

DE CHUCKA (DECHUCKA1@HOTMAIL.COM) @ 0852 HOURS ON 16 AUGUST 2017: "YARRA {mad; crazy} COUNCIL'S 'ATTACK ON AUSTRALIA DAY' ANGERS MALCOLM TURNBULL:

Yarra {mad; crazy} Council, in Melbourne's inner north, will replace its citizenship ceremony with an event 'marking the loss of Indigenous culture'."

FRAN {free} SNORTILUS (FRANHATESNYMSHIFTERS@LOONYNUTTERS.COM) @ 1446 HOURS ON 14 AUGUST 2017: "Of course you would. You don't have sufficient intelligence or education to formulate any other response
beyond a recourse to violent thoughts and actions."

DOLF @ 1812 HOURS ON 16 AUGUST 2017: "They holdem by ROSEMARY.

And we raised the stakes with FENNEL.

Time to drain the swamp now Jackie {God is gracious}."

YOUTUBE: "Kangaroo Jack: G’Day USA! - Trailer"
- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qJ-wbmi0vs>

NED [FLOGGING A DEAD HORSE] LATHAM (NEDLATHAM@WODEN.VALHALLA.oz) @ 1228 HOURS ON 16 AUGUST 2017: "'Cook' a roo without skinning or gutting it, then eat it?

*retch* {ie. a movement or sound of vomiting; mid 19th century: [Origin]: variant of dialect reach, from a Germanic base meaning 'spittle'}"

- <https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7indMTNMU2p1SUlDcXM>
**[IMAGE: "My Hand Upon The Waters" by Aboriginal [I don't remember his name] artist, Kings Cross, Sydney / Aboriginal Reconciliation requires conscious agreeable action / A symptom of diminished association to the circle of consciousness as water of life which leads to a loss of self identity as formula of autonomy]**

**DOLF @ 1819 HOURS ON 16 AUGUST 2017: **"*YARRO* *YARRO* {it flows} and just how far do they want to take this quadrant of #65 - SOLDIER which starts upon Australia Day in the mistaken Saint Andrews Religious / State belief that the institutional religious / state cause célèbre of a substituted imperative upon our BOER / ANZAC tradition had succeeded.

Since we have such impetus now within the light of day can we not see the sinister intention for what it is?

A x is the Australian Aboriginal medicine man/witchdoctor. Kadaitcha are men of knowledge & power and are greatly feared. They only travel at night. With his feet covered in emu feathers, it’s impossible for experienced trackers to say from whence he came & where he went. If a kadaitcha is sent after someone, the victim is sung to death & a bone is pointed at them. Once the offender knows he's been sung, he knows he's had it, sits down, and refuses food & drink, falls into a trance and dies.

Clever fella is an Aboriginal Australian expression that signifies a tribal being of enlightenment. The expressions Feather Foot and Kadaitcha are used interchangeably with clever fella. A clever fella is one with the whole and one with nature. A clever fella is the same being that native Americans call a *Shape* *Shifter*.

**DON JUAN:**
- a seducer of women; a libertine;
- who is identified as the very devil, a 'man without a name' and *shape* *shifter*, has to eventually pay for his sins;
- The character as performer was derived from an original play was written in the Spanish Golden Age according to its beliefs and ideals, but as the story was translated and time passed the story was adapted to accommodate cultural changes

**YOUTUBE:** "PET SHOP BOYS - Don Juan (ie. Adolf Hitler)"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zu1krfTa8c>

**DOLF @ 1730 HOURS ON 2 APRIL 2017: **"You and me both, as I am now working upon this most fascinating *ENDEAVOUR* in the exploring of a real prospect that even little me, having by the paradox of an accidental quirk of fate (ie. which some by ignorance would claim as their god), has
an unprecedented rational opportunity that is justified entirely and
reasonably substantiated on the basis of the legal argument:

*TERRA* *NULLIUS*.

That is the substantial cause for my forming the view, that the journalist
Andrew {a strong man} Bolt, who like me is of a Dutch heritage and
apart from that attribution, we have no other association, nor disclosed
any empathy of a common bond in which we are voluntarily invested as
to being a notional construct of any sense of community. That has been
in contrast, a plebeian consensus of agreement as the sensual satisfaction
in their having a justified life which is purposed by this perverse
accomplishment of cause célèbre, in having been improperly convicted by
the hysteria of others as to be without any substance of reality as
actuality beyond their infracted narcissistic sensibilities and particularly
when the historical facts which are wilfully ignore, fully support his claim.

That the conviction is for nothing more, than the presumptuous crime of:

— I THINK THEREFORE —

I AM TOO.
AND CAN DO.
IT'S NAUGHT TO YOU?
SO BUGGER YOUR SHOE.
AS HOODOO AND POOPOO."

It is nothing more than the baying for blood as characteristic of an
uncivilised island ("THE LORD OF FLIES") life which is steadfastly
descending into barbarism and ought to be overturned. That he is
financially compensated and finally I would draw on this Islamic ritual
custom:

But do take off your sandals for this is indeed Holy Land.

Bare your arse to the sun and prostrate yourselves in submission to our
transcendent will in proffering your sincere apology as you beg for our
forgiveness.

It is after all our New Holland and you now justify your canoed marooned
as ship-wrecked existence here as "WHITE SKINNED ABORIGINALS"
which is a HOMO[iOS] SAPIEN[T] rationalism and not a psycho-sexual
racialism as the means for a "formula of progression" as recourse by the
JINGO BELLS cabal as antagonists and that is made against the "self-
identity as formula of autonomy".

**YOUTUBE**: "Air Afrikaans (Full Show)"
That this lack of humane empathy which manifestly occurs as a retributional imposition and which is consequential to a ritualised excoriation undertaken by a colloquial cultural practice known as 'face-f@cking' as being debauched conduct routinely occurring upon the GRINDR / SCRUFF adult social media network. Also manifests communally by the impetus of a derangement which occurs within the provision of goods and services and has its nadir in a systematic exclusion by either the enforcement of isolationism in the final retribution that may result death (and if self inflicted all the better).

SEE ALSO: "THE ANATHEMA (INDIGENOUS DUTCH AUSTRALIAN / GENOCIDAL AFRIKANERS) OF WHAT IS A TRUE AUSTRALIAN IDENTITY"

SEE ALSO: "MY DISCOVERY OF AUSTRALIA AND THE PLATITUDE OF ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR: TELLING THE TRUTH ABOUT CAPTAIN JAMES COOK'S FAKE NEWS?"

That this Latin expression *TERRA* *NULLIUS* is derived from Roman law as meaning "nobody's land". And which is used in international law to describe any territory which has never been subject to a 'Sovereign Authority' such as the aboriginal (ie. fair skinned aboriginals) nihilistic capacity to *POINT* *THE* *BONE* as the equivalence of the *DALEK* imposition by extermination.

*POINT* *THE* *BONE*
- [intransitive, Australia, dated, in Aboriginal culture]: To place a curse on another person by pointing a bone at that person; to curse by performing a magic ritual.
- [Australia, by extension]: To blame someone.

YOUTUBE: "Doctor Who - The Parting of the Ways - The Dalek Emperor"

KURDAITCHA OF ABORIGINAL CULTURE
Kurdaitcha (or kurdaitcha man) is a ritual "executioner" in Australian Aboriginal culture (specifically the term comes from the Arrernte people). The word is also used by Europeans to refer to the shoes worn by the
Kurdaitcha, woven of feathers and human hair and treated with blood. The indigenous name for the shoes is interlinia in Northern Australia and intathurta in the South. Other spellings of Kurdaitcha are Cadiche and Kadaitcha.

**BACKGROUND**

Among traditional Indigenous Australians there is no such thing as a belief in natural death. All deaths are considered to be the result of evil spirits or spells, usually influenced by an enemy. Often, a dying person will whisper the name of the person they think caused their death. If the identity of the guilty person is not known, a "magic man" will watch for a sign, such as an animal burrow leading from the grave showing the direction of the home of the guilty party. This may take years but the identity is always eventually discovered. The elders of the mob that the deceased belonged to then hold a meeting to decide a suitable punishment. A Kurdaitcha may or may not be arranged to avenge them. The practice of Kurdaitcha had died out completely in Southern Australia by the 20th century although it was still carried out infrequently in the North. The practice, in regard to bone pointing by itself, does continue into modern times albeit very rarely.

**ILLAPURINJA**

An Illapurinja, literally "the changed one", is a female Kurdaitcha who is secretly sent by her husband to avenge some wrong, most often the failure of a woman to cut herself as a mark of sorrow on the death of a family member. Believed to be entirely mythical, the fear of the Illapurinja would be enough to induce the following of the custom.

**KURDAITCHA SHOES**

The name Kurdaitcha is also used by Europeans to refer to the oval shoes worn by the Kurdaitcha. The Indigenous name for the shoes are interlinia in Northern Australia and intathurta in the South. The shoe is basically a mat of feathers mixed with human blood in such a way that the blood can not be detected and even a close examination does not reveal how the feathers remain stuck together. The upper surface is covered with a net woven from human hair. An opening in the centre allows the foot to be inserted. It is taboo for any woman or child to see them and when not in use are kept wrapped in kangaroo skin or hidden in a sacred place. Although they may be used more than once they usually don't last more than one journey. When in use, they are decorated with lines of white and pink down and are said to leave no tracks.

Before the shoes can be worn a secret ritual must be performed. A stone is heated red-hot and then placed against the ball of the small toe. Once the joint has softened the toe is jerked outwards, dislocating the joint. Although the ritual has never been observed, examinations of the feet of men who claim to be Kurdaitcha have all shown the same peculiar
dislocation. Additionally, the genuine Kurdaitcha shoe has a small opening on one side where a dislocated little toe can be inserted.

**BONE POINTING**
The expectation that death would result from having a bone pointed at a victim is not without foundation. Other similar rituals that cause death have been recorded around the world. Victims become listless and apathetic, usually refusing food or water with death often occurring within days of being "cursed". When victims survive, it is assumed that the ritual was executed faultily. The phenomenon is recognized as psychosomatic in that death is caused by an emotional response--often fear--to some suggested outside force and is known as "voodoo death." As this term refers to a specific religion, the medical establishment has suggested that "self-willed death," or "bone-pointing syndrome" is more appropriate. In Australia, the practice is still common enough that hospitals and nursing staff are trained to manage illness caused by "bad spirits" and bone pointing.

**EXAMPLE**
The following story is related about the role of kurdaitcha by John Godwin and Ronald Rose:

In 1953, a dying Aborigine named Kinjika was flown from Arnhem Land in Australia's Northern Territory to a hospital in Darwin. Tests revealed he had not been poisoned, injured, nor was he suffering from any sort of injury. Yet, the man was most definitely dying. After four days of agony spent in the hospital, Kinjika died on the fifth. It was said he died of bone pointing.

"Bone pointing" is a method of execution used by the Aborigines. It is said to leave no trace, and never fails to kill its victim. The bone used in this curse either made of either human, kangaroo, emu or even wood. The shape of the killing-bone, or kundela, varies from tribe to tribe. The lengths can be from six to nine inches. They look like a long needle. At the rounded end, a piece of hair is attached through the hole, and glued into place with a gummy resin from the spinifex bush. Before it can be used, the kundela is charged with a powerful psychic energy in a ritual that is kept secret from women and those who are not tribe members. To be effective, the ritual must be performed faultlessly. The bone is then given to the kurdaitcha, who are the tribe's ritual killers.

These killers then go and hunt (if the person has fled) the condemned. The name, kurdaitcha, comes from the slippers they wear while on the hunt. The slippers are made of cockatoo (or emu) feathers and human hair—they virtually leave no footprints. Also, they wear kangaroo hair, which is stuck to their bodies after they coat themselves in human blood and they also don masks of emu feathers. They hunt in pairs or threes
and will pursue their quarry for years if necessary, never giving up until the person has been cursed.

Once the man is caught, one of the kurdaitcha goes down onto one knee and points the kundela. The victim is said to be frozen with fear and stays to hear the curse, a brief piercing chant, that the kurdaitcha chants. Then, he and his fellow hunters return to the village and the kundela is ritually burned.

The condemned man may live for several days or even weeks. But, he believes so strongly in the curse that has been uttered, that he will surely die. It is said that the ritual loading of the kundela creates a "spear of thought" which pierces the victim when the bone is pointed at him. It is as if an actual spear has been thrust at him and his death is certain.

Kinjika had been accused of an incestuous relationship (their mothers were the daughters of the same woman by different fathers). Instead of going to his trial, he fled the village. The hunters found him and cursed him. It is said that is why he died. [Wikipedia 2017:Kurdaitcha#Bone_Pointing]

That this effectual ritual practice is a critical watch-point for challenge of any sovereign claim made by these fair-skinned aboriginals in our consideration as to the existent state of *TERRA* *NULLIUS* which is used in international law to describe territory which has never been subject to the sovereignty of any state. It is also possible to view this by consensus ad idem as dispensational basis of governance shown elsewhere by memetic specific colour attributions {ie. vBeige/vBronze: #69, vPurple: #9, vRed: #32, vBlue: #20, vOrange: #61, vGreen: #73, vYellow: #35, vTurquoise/vCyan: #58, vCoral: #41} accompanying the conception of Pythagorean Number and Platonic solids as also capable of being conveyed in terms of stages, tectonics of knowledge or process, states or provinces, or phases of a cycle or development {eg: the Indigenous Australian Aboriginal regard (mythical or otherwise) for seven climatic zones comprising the seasonal year}, historically, as a milestone, by covenant, as authority and power, or simply as specific daemons provided by the temporal / noumenal reality mapping at the chronological 4th plane of the GRAPPLE PARADIGM.

Or over which any prior sovereign has expressly or implicitly relinquished sovereignty. Sovereignty over territory which is *TERRA* *NULLIUS* may be acquired through occupation, (ie. the raising from the soil of an: Indigenous Dutch Australian) though in some cases, doing so would violate an international law or treaty.

If I may then, without any intentioned cultural disrespect, by the *WAGGING* *OF* *THE* *FINGER* *IN* *THE* *ABSENCE* *OF*
*ANY* *FORTITUDE* *TO* *ONE'S* *BONES* doesn't quite "CUT THE MUSTARD" in having only an opportunistic indolent recourse to *PARODY*, *PUNS*, *MYTHOS* AND *THE* *PERPETUATING* *OF* *MALICIOUS* *GOSSIP*:

"WOULD IT BE INDECENT TO CONVEY, THAT SOME MONGREL HAS TAUGHT OUR COCK-A-TOO TO BOUNCE UP AND DOWN AND SWAYING IT'S YELLOW CRESTED HEAD FROM SIDE TO SIDE.

IN WISTFUL GLEE ALL THE WHILE RECITING, "*WHOSE* *THE* *TRAITOROUS* *FASCIST* *WHORE* *THEN*?"

"OH, MY GOD, I AM HEARTILY SORRY FOR HAVING OFFENDED THEE AND I DETEST ALL MY SINS BECAUSE I DREAD THE LOSS OF HEAVEN, AND THE PAINS OF HELL. BUT MOST OF ALL BECAUSE I LOVE THEE, AND I WANT SO BADLY TO BE GOOD." [(c) 2012 Madonna, Boy Toy Inc]

**YOUTUBE**: Madonna - Girl Gone Wild

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kxLeC9r45k>

GOOD LORD, THE UNDIGNIFIED THINGS YOU HEAR AND NOTHING IS SACRED ANY MORE. BUT ISN'T IT JUST IMMORAL FOR A BIRD TO BEHAVE IN SUCH A BERSERK MANNER.

I'M GOING TO THROTTLE THE SMART ARSE FANNY WHO TAUGHT THE WRETCHED BIRD THAT LITTLE CIRCUS PERFORMANCE AS THEY LIVE FOR SOME 40-60 YEARS."

And we are quite entitled to use the strongest possible language to voice our opposition TO YOU ALL--which by the perverted and depraved, who think themselves holy (when they are not), such that it could be improperly misconstrued as hate speech and extremist."

As then the presumptuous existentialist substantiation to its catatonic presence of *BEING* as defined by nothing more then vestiges of a diminished, fading and worn-out reality which only pulsates through this conjuring by this rigorous *MANTRIC* fictional characterisation of the imagination as it's transmogrification into a state of psychosis. But no less a parody of their zombie wretchedness as the causal *EXISTENCE* in being nothing more than habitual ANAL SADISTIC piety as the product of kinesis which is given a purposed life through the squawking of impudence of *VITRIOLIC* *ACCUSATION* and growling by impotence as clamouring accompanied by the frenzied sensualism of flung dung in a hysterical gesture of bellicose (ie. warlike) opposition but the mistaken belief, disbelief or non-belief of this defiant last stand as its only claim to
life by stubborn immutability in contemptuous disrespect by recourse to jingoistic epithets which may be properly construed as a racialism, which by it's compliance as association with multiple meta-elements (ie. but not all of the following) which comprises my understanding of a conceptual and practical definition of 'fascist' as category of understanding:

a) xenophobic, racial or disease prejudice,
b) psycho-sexualism,
c) vehement anti-religiosity except your own belief, non-belief or disbelief
d) fascist characterizations (eg. this can be as simplistic as an improper orthography of my name, by its depiction as Adolf)
e) deification of narcissistic ignorance (eg. this can be as simplistic as an improper orthography of my name, by its depiction as dolt)

That this quintessential characteristic of racialism, psycho-sexualism and implied hymenealism (ie. marriage as an institutionalized values based religious belief, disbelief or non-belief), it is alleged is then the cause of an utmost contempt for the autonomy of self identity of others, sovereign authority, nature, law and order as justice.

This fascist reliance upon a mind, body and soul encapsulation by a relentless submission to the PYTHAGOREAN HETEROS METHODOLOGY as THEORY OF NUMBER is then the cause for your anti-socialism as a habitual nihilistic disrespect (ie. made against the very principle of life itself as human nature as implicitly HOMOIOS paradigm of wholism) shown towards the permissibility of any AUTONOMY OF WILL as the authentic instantiation of self-identity being then formulative of autonomy which is intrinsic to the existentialism of human existence as the conscious reality of the HOMO[IOS] SAPIEN[T] that is substantiated, not as a reality which is primarily focused upon needs of immediacy, self preservation and desire as the fount of opinion, that is driven by an animal nature as absent of any higher reasoning faculty, but which is instantiated within the temporal reality as then the cause for reasoning and rationality.

THAT I AM MAKING A SOVEREIGN CLAIM UPON THE LEGAL PRINCIPLE OF *ACCESSIO* WHICH APPLIES THEN TO THE SUPERFICIES AS AN ENTITLEMENT TO THIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WHICH IS DISTINCT AND SUPERCEDES THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CLAIM TO AN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY BY A nomenclature conforms ONLY to the Pythagorean: c² (25 as #65 - MARS) = a² (9 as #15 - SATURN) + b² (16 as #34 - JUPITER) Binominal nomenclature as TETRAD (36 as #111 - SOL INVICTUS).

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLE OF *ACCESSIO* WHICH APPLIES THEN TO THE SUPERFICIES AS AN INTELLECTUAL CLAIM MADE OF THE PYTHAGOREAN BODY AND SOUL AS INTELLECTUAL TETRAD BEING THEN THE BASIS FOR NATURE AS EXHIBITED BY THE TOTALITY AS TETRACYTS:
As a **CENTRE AS POINT** (YOD = #10) is 1 - **MONAD**, a **LINE** (radius = 1 - **MONAD**) is 2 - **DUAD**, a **SUPERFICIES** (22 / 7 = rational PI being 3W1D as bifurcated TRIAD microcosm (3-6-9 as Judeo-Christian custom associated with the Jerusalem Temple prayer times conveyed within [Acts 10:1-48]) and the logical premise of a **SEPTET** macrocosm (the inner TELOS: .142857...) is 3 - **TRIAD**, the solid property then agrees with the **TETRAD**.

I raise the notion that for Hegel (27/8/1770 to 14/11/1831 CE) world history is represented by the manner in which the Spirit develops gradually into its purest form, ultimately recognizing its own essential freedom. To Hegel, 'world history is thus the unfolding of Spirit in time, as nature is the unfolding of the Idea in space.' The dialectical process thus virtually defines the meaning of history for Hegel: "the idea of freedom as the absolute and final aim; secondly, the means for realizing it, ie. the subjective side of knowledge and will, with its life, movement, and activity. We then recognized the State as the moral Whole and the Reality of Freedom, and consequently as the objective of these two elements. For although we make this distinction into two aspects for our consideration, it must be remarked that they are intimately connected; and that their connection is involved in the idea of each when examined separately. We have, on the one hand, recognized the Idea in the definite form of Freedom conscious of and willing itself--having itself alone as its object: involving at the same time, the pure and simple Idea of Reason, and likewise, that which we have called subject--self-consciousness--Spirit actually existing in the World.

If, on the other hand, we consider Subjectivity, we find that subjective knowledge and will is Thought. But by the very act of thoughtful cognition and volition, I will the universal object--the substance of absolute Reason. We observe, therefore, an essential union between the objective side--the Idea--and the subjective side--the personality that conceives and wills it--The objective existence of this union is the State, which is therefore the basis and centre of the other concrete elements of the life of the people--Art, of Law, of Morals, of Religion, of Science. All the activity of Spirit has only this object--the becoming conscious of this union, ie. of its own Freedom. Among the forms of this conscious union 'Religion' occupies the highest position. In it, Spirit--rising above the limits of temporal and secular existence--becomes conscious of the Absolute Spirit, and in this consciousness of the self-existent Being, renounces individual interest; it lays this aside in Devotion--a state of mind in which it refuses to occupy itself any longer with the limited and particular." [Georg Hegel (1770-1841 CE), 'Introduction – The Philosophy of History', ISBN 0-87975-631-4, p 48-49]

There exists upon this point, a religious/political contention as dichotomy
over a Divine mandate for good governance as I have conveyed of the usurping Sovereign/Marriage dynamic associated with the Pythagorean HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER, which is in part due to the historical reality. That the Vatican City as an entity of Religious/Political State was only re-established in 1929 CE by Benito Mussolini under the Lateran Pact. At the time of the enactment of our Australian Constitution of 1901, it ought to be remembered that the Roman Catholic Church was then the enemy of democracies. The religious/political state is an anathema to and a denier of human, religious and Constitutional Rights established upon a HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER, which bestow autonomous sovereignty and individual accountability in recognition of an AUTONOMY OF WILL:

"[A folly] which we meet with in our time, is that of pretending to invent and carry out political Constitutions independently of religion. The Catholic confession, although sharing the Christian name with the Protestant, does not concede to the State an inherent Justice and Morality--a concession which in the Protestant principle is fundamental. (v)

An example of the Australian Government pretending, as Hegel suggests "to invent and carry out political Constitutions independently of religion" is represented in the dichotomy that the Church of England Act No. 45/1854 was an Act to enable the Bishops, Clergy and Laity of the United Church of England and Ireland in Victoria to provide for the regulation of the affairs of the said Church.

This tearing away of the political morality of the Constitution from its natural connection, is necessary to the genius of that religion, inasmuch as it does not recognize Justice and Morality as independent and substantial--But thus excluded from intrinsic worth, torn away from their last refuge, the sanctuary of conscience, the calm retreat where religion has its abode, the principles and institutions of political legislation ARE DESTITUTE OF A REAL *CENTRE*, TO THE SAME *DEGREE* AS THEY ARE *COMPELLED* *TO* *REMAIN* *ABSTRACT* *AND* INDEFINITE." [Georg Hegel (1770-1841 CE), 'Introduction – The Philosophy of History', p 52]

It was only on 13 November 2002, that the Roman Papal Authority as Pontifex Maximus visited the Italian Parliament and symbolically closed the Vatican’s territorial dispute with the Italian state: "By making the first papal visit to the Italian parliament, where he urged MPs to place spiritual values at the heart of their political action.

The first non-Italian Pope in five centuries paid tribute to Italian democracy at a time when the standing of its parliamentary representatives is at a particularly low ebb. His 40-minute speech was repeatedly interrupted by applause as he avoided party political issues to
appeal for the respect of fundamental human rights and emphasize the shared values that unite Italian society.

He was welcomed to a packed chamber by a ceremonial band in cocked hats with red and white plumes, which performed the Vatican and Italian national anthems.

He stood to attention, a small, hunched figure in white flanked by the tall speakers of the two houses of parliament, as church and state symbolically repaired the rupture caused by the invasion of the papal territories by Italian troops in 1870.

The Vatican responded to that affront by ordering Italian Catholics to refrain from voting or participating in the political life of the new state, only relenting in 1913." [(c) 14 November 2002, Guardian Newspapers Limited]

MICHAEL KOZIOL (SYDNEY MORNING HERALD) @ 0056 HOURS ON 15 SEPTEMBER 2017: "CHURCH CANCELS WEDDING BECAUSE BRIDE AND GROOM SUPPORTED GAY MARRIAGE ON FACEBOOK:

A Victorian church refused to marry a young couple and cancelled their wedding plans because the bride-to-be expressed support for same-sex marriage on Facebook.

The 26-year-old bride and 25-year-old groom were to be married in November at their Presbyterian church, Ebenezer St John's in Ballarat, by minister Steven North.

In early August, when the Turnbull government announced the postal survey on same-sex marriage, the bride posted a Facebook status declaring her support for change.

"I know it's something not everyone will agree on and that's fine but this is what I stand for and frankly it doesn't effect [sic] my relationship with [my partner] one bit," she commented.

Days later, the couple were summoned to Mr North's office and were told he would no longer marry them, nor would they be allowed to hold their ceremony at the church.

In a letter to the bride, provided to Fairfax Media, Mr North said the views expressed in the Facebook post had "practical consequences" for the wedding.

"After the pre-marital counselling that you attended and the sermons delivered at Ebenezer on this subject, you must surely appreciate that
your commitment to same-sex marriage opposes the teaching of Christ Jesus and the scriptural position practiced by the Presbyterian Church of Australia and by me," he wrote."


— MANTELPIECE DREAMS —

"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN,
LOOKING UPON IN DREAD.
I WONDER WHAT IT MIGHT MEAN,
COULD I LOSE MY SOUL INSTEAD?
ADOLF HITLER IS IN HELL.
JOIN HIM IF YOU MUST.
SADDAM HUSSEIN IS AS WELL.
AND ALL YOU WITH NO TRUST."

JEN KELLY (HERALDSUN.COM.AU) ON 18 JULY 2017: "If you're sifting through old family memorabilia from before World War II and stumble across a swastika or two, don't be alarmed:
[IMAGES: Irish / Australian Roman Catholic wedding dresses of circa 1920 bearing the Swastika as symbol which by Vatican Concordat With Hitler's Reich of 20 July 1933 had an identical \{#363 = #6, #30, #1, #60, #6, #200, #10, #50\} as 'ecuwr (Aramaic) (H613): \{#0 as #267\}

1) band, bond, imprisonment\} *VOLKISCH* / *JINGOIST* values with German Fascism]
I don't know why an atheist / A-U-M AMERICAN piece of SCUM would be so pre-occupied in doing a dog and pony show with other retired armed services personnel who are feigning delusion and derangement except to suggest that they are engaged in acts of sedition and treason.

With the CRUSADING MATADORI singing JINGO BELLS to the passing parade:

— CRUSADING MATADORI —
"JINGO BELLS 🔔,  
JINGO BELLS 🔔,  
JINGO ALL THE WAY,  
OH WHAT FUN IT IS TO RIDE,  
ON A ONE TERSE—OPEN SLAY! 🎶

TOMORROW ISN'T MONDAY."

**YOUTUBE:** "Heigh Ho - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HI0x0KYChq4>

[REMEMBERING MY EARLIER ANZAC DAY 25 APRIL 2006 PANTOMIME PROTEST / ARREST AND EARTHQUAKE AND MINE COLLAPSE @ TAMAR RIVER, TASMANIA AND THUSLY PAUSING FOR THE RETURNED SERVICES LEAGUE (RSL) PARADE IN AVON STREET, BRIAGOLONG REMEMBRANCE DAY 11 NOVEMBER 2006]

--- STRAWBERRIES ---

"CALIGULA'S ARMY MARCHES,  
ALL ACROSS THE LAND.  
THE TRIUMPHANT ARCHES.  
WITH BASKETS IN HAND.  

LIKE A LITTLE SMURF,  
THEY'RE HARD TO FIND.  
FROM MOUNT TO SURF.  
IT'S SUCH A GRIND.  

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.  
TIME IS MONEY.  
IT'S OFF TO TRUMP TOWER.  
TRY NOT TO BE FUNNY.  

SPIT THE DUMMY.  
SO MUCH TO COUNT.  
PEE A PENNY.  
MORE TO MOUNT."

This ancient religious symbol [is claimed by some to] simply represented good luck until HITLER adopted it in the lead-up to World War II and it became synonymous with the Nazis' atrocities."

**SISTER FIONA [FASCIST CATHOLIC] (GREG HUGHSON@GMAIL.COM) @ 1510 HOURS ON 19 JULY 2017:** "I
HEARD A GOOD ROCK BAND LAST NIGHT:

Yes indeed I did.

They even played a song dedicated to me and entitled FIONA.

**YOUTUBE:** "Die Horst Wessel Lied - Nazi Germany National Anthem"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7MJdeIZb3w>

It was a beautiful piece of music even with it's solid 4 on floor drum beat. It spoke to the heart with words of wisdom and peace.

**YOUTUBE:** "Donald Duck der Nazi"

- <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzH1iaKVvBM>

Sister FIONA."
Michael Christ: "Oh God, what blind guides which strain at a gnat (I shouldn’t swear by  my morals), and swallow a camel (the filth of their sinfulness)!

Going around thinking they are better than Hitler or the like, with absolutely no idea of the depravity, the corruption, the degeneracy, the putrefaction, the depth of the sin in them.

They have never had a revelation of their abominable fallen nature!!!

Hence...they have absolutely no idea of the glorious sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ...and His salvation!!!"

Yet egotistically, claims as its integral view, the resorting to a process as disenfranchising of the essence and soul of the human dignity itself as the value of the person being the other by its habituated pervasive carelessness as a culture of disrespect which is always a quantification as:

- #1 - a degree of avaricious want;
- #2 - the potential of limitations upon reality;
- #3 - a capability to beguile and stupefy with words, the quarry sought as the object of virile necessity;
- #4 - variance of acceptability as the cause for improbability;
- #5 - the permissibility of idealisations;
- #6 - the organisational readiness to eliminate any inhibitors to the physical dynamics of opportunity;
- #7 - to facilitate a sporting prowess of a proud accomplishment in a mutually satisfying purposed delivery; and
- #8 - a job well done, always wants more.

I have in the past, even given such cursory universal observations which are independent of gender and sexual identity as summarily proclaimed but not exhaustively made of the sexual act. Been accused of over intellectualising how people engage their wants within this physical act.

Although some have more succinctly surmised as nothing more than a f@ck you and then onto the next, until you run out of opportunities.

But I put forward the counter proposition, that it takes a considerable effort to garnish such salient observations which are not stereotypical of
one act over any other. And to arrive at such universality, one must needs be, without prejudice, adopt various perspectives of predilection: whether of dominance, submissiveness, functional role, modality and its purposed, unintentional and consequential action. As that which can significantly challenge one's limits of acceptability as normality.

That I have as a composite anti-terrorism initiative sought to challenge religious dogma (ie. whether belief, dis-belief or non-belief) associated to same-sex marriage and which collectively finds its impetus within the encapsulation of mind, body and soul as articulated by the faux-wisdom as Pythagorean sophistry which deploys a binary (ie. gender and spermatic bifurcated attribution) paradigm as a transformative prototype within its HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER.

As a sophistic opinion perpetuating a HETEROS MARRIAGE ethic through a mechanical and merciless CANON OF TRANSPOSITION by a pantomimed contrivance of reality as a faux superiority in a claim of wisdom comprising the eight elements as only a logical fallacy encapsulation made of a hybridisation to the DAOist PARADIGM perspective which had it’s Grand Inception at midnight on the new moon of solstice as 21 December 103 BCE to this present day, as the HOMO[IOS] SAPIEN[T] natural and harmonious equivalent to the COURSE-trochos of NATURE-genesis. [James 3:6]

Which occurred within King Herod's temple at Jerusalem until it was
raised by Roman military incursion to quell a Jewish revolt within 69 CE, when Vespasian {born in the evening; resembling a wasp} laid siege to Jerusalem {vision of peace} as the Emperor of Rome and who was the founder of the Flavian dynasty which consolidated Roman rule in Germany and Britain and reformed the army and brought prosperity to the empire; the city of Jerusalem was then captured the following year by his son Titus {pleasing}.

As encapsulated knowledge, it concerns a perspective of the SOVEREIGN/MARRIAGE and the supposed peace dynamic as the microcosm being expressed by a Natural / Common law syllogism and an egalitarian SOVEREIGN AUTONOMOUS RIGHT aligned to time and associated with a rational conception of PI (3W1D as ipso facto: 7 x 24 x 13 x 49 = 6J or 294 x 364 days or 365.2423 x 293 years - Vernal Equinox Wednesday 20 March 1996 / New Moon Thursday 21 March 1996) as then distinctly, a different septet macrocosm perspective of the decalogue as a circumscribing of consciousness being fundamental to existence articulated by the HOMOIOS trinomial THEORY OF NUMBER.

- <https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7indZUJCWXludkRhNE0>
From the Egyptian Book of the Dead clearly shows the TRIAD MICRO COSM / SEPTET MACRO COSM as encapsulation of the meta-descriptor prototypes were clearly understood and see equivalence between Hexagrams H37 - JIAREN {THE FAMILY} / H31 - XIAN {RECIPROCITY} AND GENESIS CHAPTERS 1 to 4

#15 CE ... #34 CE ... #65 CE ... #111 CE ... #175 CE ... #260 CE {64 meta descriptor prototypes} ... #369 CE {encapsulated use of those prototypes to define #81 elements}

One could then apply the view from the Torah as to the relativity of these cosmic nature cycles:

#15 = (Adam) Garden

#34 = (Noah) Waters (ie. Roman Collegium comprising 16 elements, TERNIO ANAGRAM and the Pythagorean binomial nomenclature)

#65 = (Abraham) Overthrow

#111 = (Moses) Departure

The Jews otherwise share that #72 worldview {Pythagorean HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER} as the conception of EVIL depicted within the TORAH's Genesis account of Adam /Eve and their fall into sin as with Roman Empire Governance, Roman Catholicism, Islam, Freemasonry and German Fascism.

“So, as much as in me is, I am ready to preach the gospel to you that are at Rome {strength; power} also.

For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek.

For therein is the righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith: as it is written, The just shall live by faith.

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness;

Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them.

For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse:
Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened.

Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools,

And changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things:

Wherefore God also gave them up to uncleanness through the lusts of their own hearts, to dishonour their own bodies between themselves:

Who changed the truth of God into a lie {ie.

#260 - Raven (Corax): Mercury,
#175 - Bridegroom (Nymphus): Venus,
#65 - *SOLDIER* (Miles): Mars,
#34 - Lion (Leo): Jupiter,
#369 - Persian (Perses): Lunar,
#111 - Runner of the Sun (Heliodromus): Sol Invictus, and
#15 - Father (Pater): Saturn.

} and worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen." [Romans 1:13-25 (KJV)]

Excerpts from the T'AI HSUAN CHING (CANON OF SUPREME MYSTERY) as commentary on Tetragram #16 - CONTACT as meta-descriptor (outside time) prototypes as published within 4 BCE, it specifically states '*THE* *WISE* *PERSON* (ie. HOMO[IOS] SAPIEN[T]) *AVOIDS* **CONTACT** *WITH* *LESSER*, *BESTIAL* {ie. PYTHAGOREAN TETRAD AS HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER BEING BABYLONIAN WHOREDOM: #15 (9) - SATURN {MARRIAGE / SOVEREIGN DYNAMIC} ... #34 (16) - JUPITER {SERPENT} ... #65 (25) - MARS {SOLDIER} as MALEFICENT IN BEING FASCIST AS IDEA SOURCE FOR THE *SWASTIKA* ... #111 (36) - SUNDAY SACREDNESS:

MIND (DING-DONG): {#1 + #2 = #3} +
SCIENCE (POOH-POOH): {#3 + #4 = #7} +
OPINION (BOW-WOW): {#5 + #6 = #11 as Collegium of Pontiffs from 510 BCE} +
SENSE (TA-TA): {7 + 8 = #15 - *EMBLEM* *OF* *THE* *BRITISH* *FLAG*, *POLICE* *AND* *EMERGENCY* *SERVICES* *SYMBOL*} = #36 (ie. H27 - Realm of its Nature as Heaven - Formula of Universal Law + H9 - System's Cosmology as Earth - Formula of Humanity)
HEAVEN (H27) + EARTH (H9) +/- MAN (#36) as total sum equals #666 is an encapsulation of Roman Catholic Religious Belief.

{ } *MEN*, *LEST* *HE* *BE* *INFLUENCED* *FOR* *THE* *WORSE*:

[Image 176x164 to 420x697]

- [https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7inddFBZY2otQk5qNIE](https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7inddFBZY2otQk5qNIE)

- [https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7indQTktSEdHUWNHX1U](https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7indQTktSEdHUWNHX1U)
MALIFICENT (adjective)
- literary causing harm or destruction, especially by supernatural means.
- Astrology relating to the planets Saturn and Mars, traditionally considered to have an unfavourable influence.

MALFEANCE (noun)
- (LAW) the performance by a public official of an act that is legally unjustified, harmful, or contrary to law; wrongdoing used especially of an act in violation of a public trust; Word of the Day for 1 March 2017;

However this MALFEASANCE is unlawful conduct by a public authority such as the Victoria Police under Section 38(1) to (3) of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities No. 43 of Act 2006, which states: "(1) Subject to this section, *IT* *IS* *UNLAWFUL* *FOR* *A* *PUBLIC* *AUTHORITY* *TO* *ACT* *IN* *A* *WAY* *THAT* *IS*..."
It acquires this distinct FASCIST MALEFICENT intention as a Categorical Imperative (ie. the TETRAD is always intellectual) by applying the Pythagorean Method of Reduction to each total sum as the progression of magic squares.

Thus:

#15 gives #45 and reduces to 9  
#34 gives #136 and reduces to 1  
#65 gives #325 and reduces to 1

And viola we have: 911.

Accordingly, I have a justified cause to view your flagrant and insatiable sexual proclivities which have no boundaries of propriety, as exhibiting a pattern of unreasonable opposition that is without restraint or remorse in being directed towards my existence and being within time.

You have the wrong end of the stick in that it's you religionists such as Roman Catholics who are deprived of any rational mind.

There are faggots out there who are at war for their human rights and you are going to lose because they are intent on annihilating your mind, body and soul in any way that they can.

They're not wanting to take any prisoners, but rather to leave you bereft of vital life like zombies.

And whilst this encompasses a broad spectrum of opposition which is usually conveyed in varying degrees of acceptance, permissiveness, toleration and equitability. And in considering the existentialist theories of sexual attraction like that of mesmerism, may find it's validation as authenticity within a knowledge source of ignorance, distorted realities, delusion or some other natural biological theories. It is an indisputable fact, that in the circumstance of extremism, whether religious based or not, that this opposition is more likely to be the most adversely pronounced in being unreasonable, intolerant, hostile and violent.

It is futile as an attempt to overcome this irrational opposition from any perspective which is exclusively dependent upon semantical argument, hypothetical scenarios or fictional realities. One must have recourse to factuality as circumspection which draws upon a wide spectrum of real (ie. whether good or bad, happy or sad is immaterial) experience which is
sustained by an encapsulation of mind, body and soul as articulated by an alternative HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER and that is capable of sustaining sexual dynamics without exhibiting modal incongruities which are indulgently capable of impugning the autonomy of will that is intrinsic to sexual identity.

THE TAKING OF OATH HAS A SPECIFIC MEANING WITHIN THE JEWISH SENSE OF IT AS "TO SEVEN ONESELF" AND WHICH IS A CHRONOLOGICAL CONTEXT AS THE NOTION OF RATIONAL PI = 3\pi/1D AS SUBSCRIBING TO A HOMOIOS PERSPECTIVE OF THE PERENNIALIST TRADITION AND NOT OF THE HETEROS CONTRIVANCE:

'I *SWEAR* by him who the TETRAKTYS (#10) found, Whence all our wisdom springs and which contains *PERENNIAL* *NATURE'S* *FOUNTAIN*, *CAUSE* AND *ROOT*.'

#1) The pooper scooper:
#2) The vile vegetable: Collegium Bacchus: College of Bacchus Worship: *ZUCCHINI* / *CUCUMBER* *WARRIORS*}

MIND (DING-DONG): \{#1 + #2 = #3 as ONE WITH SATAN'S MILK: #Mem (13 - #40), #Aleph (1 - #1) = #41 \} +

#3) The one with Satan's milk: *MIND* (DING-DONG): \{#1 + #2 = #3 \}
#4) The shower sh@t-show:

SCIENCE (POOH-POOH): \{#3 + #4 = #7 as the seafood sludge of HETEROS PLOTS WITH MALEFICENT INTENT: #Shin (21 - #300), #Kaf (11 - #20) = #320 - HAS #FIVE ENCAPSULATED MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS TO #308 \} +

- <http://www.grapple369.com?telos:320> ← *NOTE* *THE* *ECLIPSE* *EVENTS*

#5) The water warrior: Collegium Communionis Minirum: College of Actors (ie. CYBER WARFARE AND CAUSE CÉLÈBRE BY MALEFICENT PERFORMERS AS AGENT PROVOCATEURS OF TREASON)
#6) A walk to remember: {Collegium Communionis Minirum: College of Actors}

OPINION (BOW-WOW): \{#5 + #6 = #11 as Collegium of Pontiffs from 510 BCE as AS PONTIFIED DEIFIED IGNORANCE AS NARCISSISM: #Aleph (1 - #1), #He (5 - #5) = #6 \} +

#7) The seafood sludge: *SCIENCE* (POOH-POOH): \{#3 + #4 = #7 AS THE *HETEROS* *PLOTS* *OF* *MALEFICENT* *INTENT*\)
The one that was too close for comfort:

**SENSE (TA-TA):** \{7 + 8 = #15 as The sick squad of Collegium Vinariorum: College of *WINE* Dealers GUILT OVER THE *BLOOD* *OF* *CHRIST*\} / *EMBLEM* *OF* *THE* *BRITISH* *FLAG*, *POLICE* *AND* *EMERGENCY* *SERVICES* *SYMBOL*: #Cheth (#8 - #8), #Shin (21 - #300) #308 - HAS #SEVEN ENCAPSULATED MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS TO #320 AND SEE BELOW FOR *MURAL* *RELATIONSHIP* *TO* *IT'S* *DEMONIC* *SHAPE*/ *FORM* = <http://www.grapple369.com?telos:308> ← *NOTE* *THE* *ECLIPSE* *EVENTS*

#36 (ie. H27 - Realm of its Nature as Heaven - Formula of Universal Law + H9 - System's Cosmology as Earth - Formula of Humanity)

It is bigotry because such Marriage/Sovereign dynamic is fascist wickedness as Babylonian Whoredom [ie. OPINION \{#5 + #6 = #11 as Collegium of Pontiffs from 510 BCE\}] that is established upon the Pythagorean binomial HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER as only a METHODOLOGY equated to #666 (#36 / #111) derived as a CANON OF TRANSPOSITION from the DAOist TETRAGRAMMATON perspective which is a ternary HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER that properly constitutes a PARADIGM and a truthful equation with the HEAVEN {Divine GODHEAD which is the Mind of Christ as *HYPOSTATIS*} + EARTH {COURSE-trochos OF NATURE-genesis [James 3:6]} + MAN {HOMO[ios] SAPIEN[t]}. That as an occidental, metaphysical, existential and theological philosophical statement, it might be reasonable to ask whether there are any chronological & heretical theological errors in Christology and what consequence this might have on 100 (1899-1999 CE) years of Australian 3rd TAU Freemasonry.
### Male Idea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbing Effect of the Conventional, Abstaining from Desire</th>
<th>#308</th>
<th>Telos</th>
<th>#396</th>
<th>Female Idea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What's behind it all?, Imagining the Mysterious</td>
<td>#25</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Status, Loathing Shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable Goals, Virtue of Discrimination</td>
<td>#33</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Worth of Water, Easy By Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposites and Primitivism, Returning to Simplicity</td>
<td>#23</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>Strength's Warning Signs, Revealers of Virtue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentional Reversal, Dimming Radiance</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Skill Rulership, Maintain One's Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Love, Holding Ourselves Dear</td>
<td>#72</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>Unlearned Virtuosity as Simplicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieving Oneness, Root of Order</td>
<td>#20</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>Forgiving Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left without Language, Different from the Vulgar</td>
<td>#23</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>Construing a Guide, Practice Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Love, Holding Ourselves Dear</td>
<td>#72</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>So What?, Returning to the Origin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- <http://www.grapple369.com/grapple.html?time:2.44&idea:{308}&idea:{396}>

**.jackNote@zen:** 1, row: 2, col: 3, nous: 12  
**Time:** 0244 hrs, **Super:** #308 / #12 - Numbing Effect of the Conventional, Abstaining from Desire; I-Ching: H6 - Contention, Conflict, Arguing, Lawsuit; Tetra: 25 - Contention, **Ego:** #396 / #12 - Numbing Effect of the Conventional, Abstaining from Desire; I-Ching: H6 - Contention, Conflict, Arguing, Lawsuit; Tetra: 25 - Contention]
PATHEOS [British informal] talk at length, especially about trivial matters by verminous rabbits]

SUPER (MALE) A-U-M HETERO Theory on Number Idea:
{OUTER: #65 - Unlearned Virtuosity as Simplicity; I-Ching: H20 - Viewing, Contemplation (view), Looking up; Tetra: 63 - Watch / INNER: #21 - Guiding the Physical, Emptying the Heart; I-Ching: H31 - Reciprocity, Conjoining, Influence (wooing), Feelings; Tetra: 42 - Going to Meet} #308 has 15 Categories:

#1, #30, #70, #7, #200 = n. God is Helper; #2, #1, #300, #5 = A bad smelling plant, a weed; #2, #6, #100, #200 = A herdsman; shepherd; #2, #6, #300 = To turn white, to pale; to change color, pale, blush; to be disappointed, come to shame, be deceived; fail in function or purpose; disgrace; #2, #6, #300 = To be bad; #8, #90, #10, #200 = An enclosure, a home; grass; a leek; #8, #90, #200, #10 = n. Blooming; #8, #100, #200 = To dig; to search, examine, explore (by mining), to search out, to make a survey of; to examine, to taste; to test; a searching out; a secret, the inmost or deepest part; unsearchableness (of God or God's works and plans); #8, #200, #10, #90 = A cut, slice; #8, #200, #50, #10, #40 = n. Double Cave; #8, #200, #100 = To grate or gnash; to grind the teeth; #10, #90, #8, #200 = n. Splendid; #30, #70, #2, #200, #6 = To his opposite (bearing), straight forwards; #40, #60, #8, #200 = Traffic or trade; #70, #7, #200, #1, #30 = n. God's help;

SUPER (MALE) Y-M-T-A HOMOIOS Theory on Number Idea:
{OUTER: #65 - Unlearned Virtuosity as Simplicity; I-Ching: H20 - Viewing, Contemplation (view), Looking up; Tetra: 63 - Watch / INNER: #21 - Guiding the Physical, Emptying the Heart; I-Ching: H31 - Reciprocity, Conjoining, Influence (wooing), Feelings; Tetra: 42 - Going to Meet}
Meet \#308 has 23 Categories:

\#6, \#1, \#200, \#100, \#1 = 'araq (Aramaic) (H778): \{\#0 as \#301\} 1) earth, the earth; \#2, \#1, \#300, \#5 = bo'shah (H890): \{\#1 as \#308\} 1) stinking things, stinking or noxious weeds, stinkweed; \#2, \#6, \#100, \#200 = bowker (H951): \{\#2 as \#308\} 1) herdsman; \#30, \#5, \#2, \#200, \#10, \#1, \#20, \#40 = bara' (H1254): \{\#3 as \#203\} 1) *TO* *CREATE*, *SHAPE*, *FORM*; 2) *TO* *BE* *FAT*; 1a) (Qal) *TO* *SHAPE*, *FASHION*, *CREATE* (*ALWAYS* *WITH* *GOD* *AS* *SUBJECT*); 1a1) *OF* *HEAVEN* *AND* *EARTH*; 1a2) *OF* *INDIVIDUAL* *MAN*; 1a3) *OF* *NEW* *CONDITIONS* *AND* *CIRCUMSTANCES*; 1a4) *OF* *TRANSFORMATIONS*; 1b) (Niphal) *TO* *BE* *CREATED*; 1b1) *OF* *HEAVEN* *AND* *EARTH*; 1b2) *OF* *BIRTH*; 1b3) *OF* *SOMETHING* *NEW*; 1b4) *OF* *MIRACLES*; 1c) (Piel); 1c1) *TO* *CUT* *DOWN*; 1c2) *TO* *CUT* *OUT*; 2a) (Hiphil) *TO* *MAKE* *YOURSELVES* *FAT*;

"BIN IT OR KURB IT.
NOT STREET WISE.
MIRROR SAYS IT ALL.
JUST WEARING SH@T.
YA FACE DISGUISE.
DEPRAVITY'S PALL."
[IMAGE: KURB STREET WEAR NIHN GLYPH BY JEREMY KASPER SITUATED 214 RAYMOND STREET, SALE @ 0801 HOURS ON SATURDAY 19 AUGUST 2017]

- <https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7indOFg1TkExemR5a2M>

(HÌNH) NOUN:
- image
- a figure or a silhouette
- a photo; a picture
- (geometry) a shape

ETYMOLOGY:
The word *HINH* which is a Sino-Vietnamese word from 形 meaning 'form'

USAGE:
- In 2D geometry, hình refers to "shape".
- In 3D geometry, it also refers to the surfaces of solids, especially when calculating their surface areas rather than their volumes whereby khối ("solid") is used. For example, you calculate the surface area of a hình cầu, but you calculate the volume of a khối cầu, even though both of those terms can simply be translated as "sphere".
VIETNAMESE (PRONUNCIATION):
(Hà Nội): [ɦɨŋ-ɯ]
(Huế): [ɦɨŋ-ɨ]
(Hồ Chí Minh City): [ɦɨŋ-ɯ]

DERIVED TERMS:
- hình chữ nhật ('rectangle')
- hình học ('geometry')
- hình vị ('syllable')
- truyền hình ('television')
- trò chơi ghép hình ('Jigsaw puzzle')

— VIRTUAL CONCEIT WALL —

"SARCASM AND WIT.
IS FAVOURED HUMOUR.
TO NARCISSISTIC DECEIT.
OF DISEASE AND TUMOUR.
YOUR MURDEROUS HEAT.
AND SEDITIOUS CLAMOUR."

- <https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzRmc7Bm7inddmVfYzVPUXRQb1U>

[IMAGE: TRÒ CHƠI GHÉP HÌNH ('JIGSAW PUZZLE') of APOSTASY WHICH WILL NEVER BE FORGIVEN]

#2, #200, #6, #100 = baraq (H1299): {#4 as #302} 1) (Qal) to flash lightning, cast forth (lightning); #6, #7, #40, #200, #10, #5, #40 = zemowrah (H2156): {#5 as #258} 1) *BRANCH*, *TWIG*, *SHOOT*; #6, #50, #7, #40, #200, #5 = zamar (H2167): {#6 as #247} 1) *TO* *SING*, *SING* *PRAISE*, *MAKE* *MUSIC*; 1a) (Piel); 1a1) *TO* *MAKE* *MUSIC*, *SING*; 1a2) *TO* *PLAY* *A* *MUSICAL* *INSTRUMENT*;
The item which I had picked it up from near the shrine and placed it at your door standing upright some three days ago and stated that it has the capability of impugning you. Sometime after sunset as the commencement of Jewish belief of the Holy Sabbath Day you have removed a disposable red coffee cup {\#399 = \#1, \#50, \#5, \#30, \#1, \#2, \#5, \#300, \#5 as analambano (G353): \{\#4 as \#976\} 1) *TO* *TAKE* *UP*, *RAISE*; 2) *TO* *TAKE* *UP* (*A* *THING* *IN* *ORDER* *TO* *CARRY* *OR* *USE* *IT*)}

} before undertaking your public BAGPIPE performance of \#11 - PERSONS {\#10 - CIRCUMFERENCE and \#1 - CENTRE} standing as pictured @ 1123 HOURS ON SATURDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 2017 within the TOWN SQAURE, that item had been removed.

At issue is the apparent stubborn reluctance by an indulgent failure as a continuing progression of events to remove {\#399 = \#8, \#40, \#5, \#30, \#8, \#200, \#1 as ameleo (G272): \{\#14 as \#881\} 1) *TO* *BE* *CARELESS* *OF*, *TO* *NEGLECT*}

} those offensive as A-U-M FREEMASONRY / ROMAN CATHOLIC values.

**JEN KELLY (HERALDSLUN.COM.AU) ON 18 JULY 2017:** "Joan WITHERS of Mornington, says our story on Echuca's Swastika Orchestra of the 1930's and the original meaning of the symbol solved a longstanding mystery for her.

She had long wondered about a photo (pictured above) she has of her mother, Margaret, as a bridesmaid in the early 1930s. 'The bride (ie. a neophyte of Pythagorean Babylon Whoredom and anti-semitism / seventh-day adventism) had a beautiful (ie. Hell-bent) wedding gown and right out around the front (on the train) was a swastika embroidered into the lace,' Joan says.

'It always fascinated me, and now I know why it was there.'
A swastika also features in this wedding photo (also shown above), believed to be from the late 1920s, of John KEANE's (ie. Irish Roman Catholic heritage) great-aunt Isobel's wedding, showing his late mother on the far right, probably as maid of honour. The bride is carrying a bouquet, a horseshoe—and a swastika.

‘Our thoughts are that it was just something you bought from a bridal shop as a good-luck charm,' says John, of Montrose."

I HAVE ASCERTAINED (WITHIN ACCORDANCE WITH MY DELIBERATE PROTEST OF CONSCIENCE AND ARREST UPON SATURDAY 21 AUGUST 1999 AND OF EVIDENCE TENDERED AT THE EXTRA-ORDINARY VICTORIA CIVIL ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL HEARING OF 7 DECEMBER 2001) THAT THE REFUSAL OF COMMUNION BY ARCHBISHOP GEORGE PELL AT SAINT PATRICKS CATHEDRAL MELBOURNE ON PENTECOST SUNDAY OF 31 MAY 1998 AND 21 JUNE 2000 IS THEN ASSOCIATED TO AN ECLIPSE ON THE FOLLOWING YEAR OF 21 JUNE 2001:
[IMAGE: Memorial capstone: #Mem (13 - #40), #Aleph (1 - #1), #Shin (21 - #300), #Kaf (11 - #20), #Aleph (1 - #1), #He (5 - #5), #Cheth (8 - #8), #Shin (21 - #300) of the Royal Arch Freemasons Australia dated 30 May 1999, that is situated in the centre of a circular garden in the forecourt of the Hotel Sofitel, 25 Collins Street, Melbourne]

SEE ALSO: THE ECLIPSE TREASON {#Cheth (8 - #8) + #Shin (21 - #300) = #308 and #Shin (21 - #300) + #Kaf (11 - #20) = #320} PLOT BY VIETNAM VETERANS / RETURNED SERVICES LEAGUE / FREEMASONS / ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH HAS BEEN FOILED:


— WHO WHAT WHERE INCUBUS —

"HERE AND YOU ARE THERE {#490 = #200, #20, #70, #80, #70, #50 as skopos (G4649): {#18 as #640} 1} an observer, a watchman; 2) the distant mark looked at, the goal or end one has in view}.  

SO DO I REALLY EVEN CARE.  
TOO MANY QUESTIONS SHARE.  
YOUR CHAT IS ONLY DESPAIR.  
ALWAYS LYING JUST BEWARE.  
PREFER BLANK SCREEN STARE.  
BY 11AM RUBBISH DUMP CHAIR.
DOLF: "Did you like my poem where \{#490\} is the CATEGORY OF UNDERSTANDING for the time of 2349 HOURS ON 7 SEPTEMBER 2017 as the earthquake EVENT within Mexico?"

KEITH VERTREKKEN @ 2307 HOURS ON 9 SEPTEMBER 2017: "Yes I read [your 'WHO WHAT WHERE INCUBUS' poem] several times ... you have always been a good writer... but some of your very advanced writing ... eg: the calculations and codes are above me ... Keep going though Dolf.

I find writing the best therapy against despondency ... cheers Keith."
.jackNote@zen: 2, row: 9, col: 2, nous: 71 [Super: #490 / #70 - Difficulty in Knowing How, Obtuse; I-Ching: H53 - Gradual Advance, Development (gradual progress), Infilttrating, Advancement; Tetra: 14 - Penetration, Ego: #388 / #71 - Know-How as a Disease, Disease of Knowledge; I-Ching: H38 - Contrariety, Opposition, Polarising, Perversion; Tetra: 6 - Contrariety]

DOLF @ 1832 HOURS ON 10 SEPTEMBER 2017: "The calculations and codes are the use of the DAOist meta descriptor prototypes to circumscribing conscience reality which are known from antiquity. Their summing are language independent and give rise to the CATEGORIES OF UNDERSTANDING by which we define our existence.

If you understood that premise to the existenciality of being, you would then become by its practice, the most exceptional of writers.

Thus you see this principle is embedded within my written narrative {#293 = #4, #10, #8, #3, #8, #200, #10, #50 as diegesis (G1335): {#10 as #443} 1) a narration, narrative} as the Hebrew or in this instance the Greek word obtained as the Biblical lexicon entry which is mapped to the time of day / day of year as the instantiation of my consciousness within the temporal reality.

IT IS JUST THE PERFECT TOOL.

And the specific .jackNote / @memeBrain entry for that CATEGORY OF UNDERSTANDING is broadly given as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male Idea</th>
<th>#293</th>
<th>Telos</th>
<th>#467</th>
<th>Female Idea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Important Distinctions, Trouble from Indulgence</td>
<td>#24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>#24</td>
<td>Important Distinctions, Trouble from Indulgence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of Reversal?, Humility's Increase</td>
<td>#22</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>#19</td>
<td>Recognizing Agreements, Keeping Obligations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage's Constancy, Trust in Virtue</td>
<td>#49</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>#10</td>
<td>Greatest Functional Skill in Paradoxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous Reversals, Virtue of Gravity</td>
<td>#26</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>Political Reversal, Adaptation to Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Prescriptions, Quietude</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>Political Reversal, Adaptation to Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Reversal, Adaptation to Change</td>
<td>#58</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>Abstruse Mysterious Signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trying with Reversal, Sameness in Difference</td>
<td>#43</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>Consider the Small and Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worth of Water, Easy By Nature</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>Forgetting Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construing a Guide, Precise Reason</td>
<td>#62</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>Culturing Perspectives and Intuition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- `<http://www.grapple369.com?time:18.32&idea:{95}&idea:{293}&idea:{130}&idea:{467}>`


**διηγητικόν**


**SUPER (MALE) Y-M-T-A HOMOIOS THEORY ON NUMBER IDEA:**
"Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to set forth in order a 
declaration {diegesis-declaration [G1335]: #293} of those things which 
are most surely believed among us, even as they delivered them unto us,
which from the beginning were eyewitnesses, and ministers of the word;

It seemed good to me also, having had perfect understanding of all things 
from the very first, to write unto thee in order, most excellent Theophilus 
{friend of God}, that thou mightest know the certainty of those things, 
wherein thou hast been instructed." [Luke 1:1-4 (KJV)]

Which you can also read about as its compliance with the DAOist meta 
descriptor prototypes in these three books as my favoured text and the 
first two are by a unified commentary from the 23 yo Chinese philosopher 
Wang Bi:

- I CHING (translation by Richard J. Lynn)
- TAO TE CHING (translation by Richard J. Lynn)
- CANON OF SUPREME MYSTERY (translation by Michael Nylan)

SEE ALSO: *INVALIDATING* *THE* *ORTHODOX* *AND* *ROMAN* 
*CATHOLIC* *CHURCH'S* *CLAIM* *TO* *JUBILEE2000* *AS* *BEING* 
*DELUSIONAL* *AND* *FRAUDULENT*

Private Street on the edge of the Central Business District dated 16th 
May, 2000 - This report is prepared in response to a TP00/55 as a Notice 
of an Application for Planning Permit


SEE ALSO: HYPOSTATIS AS DAO OF NATURE (Chinese: ZIRAN) / COURSE 
(Greek: TROCHOS) OF NATURE (Greek: GENESIS) [James 3:6]

Chinese HAN Dynasty (206 BCE - 220CE) Hexagon Trigrams to Tetragram 
assignments proposed by Yang Hsiung (53BCE - 18CE) which by 4BCE
(translation published within English as first European language in 1993),
first appeared in draft form as a meta-thesis titled T'AI HSUAN CHING {ie. 
Canon of Supreme Mystery} on Natural Divination associated with the 
three of number, annual seasonal chronology and astrology reliant upon 
the seven visible planets as cosmological mother image and the zodiac.

It shows the ZIRAN as the DAO of NATURE / COURSE-trochos OF 
NATURE-genesis [James 3:6] as HYPOSTATIS comprising #81 trinomial 
tetragrammaton \times 4.5 \text{ day} = #364.5 \text{ day} / \text{ year} as HOMOIOS THEORY OF 
NUMBER which is an amalgam of the 64 hexagrams as binomial trigrams / 
81 as trinomial tetragrammaton rather than its encapsulated contrived 
use as the microcosm to redefine the macrocosm as the quintessence of 
the Pythagorean [Babylonian] as binomial canon of transposition as 
HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER.


The Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities No. 43 of Act 2006 
defines a "PERSON MEANS A HUMAN BEING' and the question is, if it is 
permissible to extend this definition to be a "PERSON MEANS A HUMAN 
BEING AS A CONSCIOUS REALITY OF HOMO[iOS] SAPIEN[T] WHO IS 
INSTANTIATED WITHIN THE TEMPORAL REALITY AS THEN THE CAUSE 
FOR REASONING AND RATIONALITY."

That my mathematical theoretical noumenon defines the meta-descriptor 
prototypes which are prerequisite to the BEING of HOMO[iOS] SAPIEN[T] 
as EXISTENCE.

- <http://www.grapple369.com/Grapple.zip> (Download resources)

After all the ENNEAD of THOTH and not the Roman Catholic Eucharist, 
expresses an Anthropic Cosmological Principle which appears within its 
geometric conception as being equivalent to the Pythagorean TETRAD/
TETRACTYS.

SEE ALSO: "SOVEREIGN CLAIMS MADE UPON DISCOVERY OF AUSTRALIA 
AND IT'S HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP TO HOMOSEXUALITY"


- dolf
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